
CISSI Board Meeting 14/01/2020 – Minutes 

Kuppala, 18-20. Meeting opened at 18:14. 

Members present: Iina Rautio, Merijn van Bruggen, Dario de la Lastra, Tatiana Glushkova, Axelle Journet 

and Breandán Meyn Whyte. 

1. “Traffic lights” as a way of communication within the board 

1.1. Green/yellow/red approach proposed by Iina, i.e. a quick way to give status updates without 

having to give too many details 

- Green: not much going on, things are going well 

- Yellow: somewhat busy, a bit stressed out but still manageable 

- Red: very stressed out, cannot handle any more responsibilities 

- A test run: Iina is orange/red at the moment; Merijn is red for tonight and green thereafter; 

Breandán is yellow; Dario is yellow; Axelle is orange until the end of the week and yellow 

thereafter 

2. Tanya’s resignation 

- Tanya wants to resign the board que to health reasons – she will act as the treasurer until the 

board finds a new one, and if the new one cannot be found before the AGM, an EGM will be called 

to accept her resignation and to vote in the new treasurer 

Tanya Glushkova leaves at 18:21. 

3. Updating the website 

3.1. Official documents 

- Iina will update the archive and the current documents ASAP 

- Discussion about granting Merijn admin privileges leads to discussions about allowing the 

core 5 admin privileges 

- Admin privileges to be granted to Merijn 

4. Blueprint 2020 

4.1. HYY guidelines 

- We always have inform our members when the board meets 

- Via email might be considered spam; we could inform members on our Facebook page or on a 

newsfeed on our website; we could download the minutes on our website and post the link on 

our Facebook page 

4.2. Specific aims for 2020 

5. Other business to discuss 

- Kuppala key training on the 24th, Iina and Axelle cannot make it. New Student House key 

training on the 29th, everyone but Breandán can make it. 

- Instagram password should be changed 

- Removing previous board members from the Facebook page and the website 

- The website’s board member and contact information pages should be updated 

6. The date and time of AGM 

- The 17th February at 17:00 

Meeting Adjourned at 19:55. 


